
Quite Rather

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Charley started, and looked up to see that a _________ shabbily-dressed
man was walking away from him, after placing a note in his hands.
1.

If my peasants do not pay me in money, they are _________ aware that
they are in my debt; sometimes they satisfy their consciences by bringing
oats for my horses, or corn, when it is cheap.

2.

The guest noticed that his friend's face changed at the mention of Scotty;
there was a moment's _________ awkward silence.
3.

Being _________ willing to humour him, the whole party stood immovable,
like statues, and thus avoided attracting the attention of the monkeys, who
continued their game.

4.

But he saw on the other side, nestling among the trees, a white man's
house; he made up his mind and, _________ gingerly, began to walk.
5.

They were _________ properly dressed, and neither their costume nor
their language had anything suggestive of the Middle Ages.
6.

She saw he had some _________ untidy papers in his hand and was
looking extremely self-conscious, so she spoke kindly and encouragingly.
7.

Of course it is considered _________ eccentric to change your shirt inside
out every day or two instead of every month or two, but I disregarded this and,
I must own, found the method most efficacious.

8.

From what the reader already knows of me, he may be _________
prepared to find me reading the former; but what could have induced me to
take up Blackstone, or rather the law?

9.

Romund looked _________ doubtfully at the guests.10.

Unlike other adventurers he thought it necessary to excuse himself for
burning St. Joseph, which he did in _________ quaint language.
11.
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Really it seems that Henderson was despatched _________ later, during
the first check in the run.
12.

To say that as her mind and person developed, she quite outgrew the
faults of her childhood, would be _________ hazardous.
13.

In a moment Russell descended from the lofty heights of imagination to
the dull realities of a cold world, and, in plain language, began to feel
_________ sheepish at being discovered in such a frame of mind.

14.

Isabel was _________ sure that the newspaper was right.15.

That is _________ right, and I am very glad of it; but you must know that
he who would gather that rare fruit must water it, as a noble heathen once
said, with the sweat of his brow.

16.

He looked at the collections for the year, and was _________ ready to
take it for granted that they were extremely creditable.
17.

The lime-water, which was _________ clear before, turns milky.18.

The mere twirling was _________ enough for Lucy at first, but soon she
liked to look at what was on them.
19.

Helena, when a year's passing had worn away the novelty of keeping
house and made its process slower, was naturally _________ bored at times,
when Hubert was shut up with his work.

20.
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